Wolftech AD Technical Committee
November 19th, 2010, 9:30 AM, Page Hall - Room 21

Agenda:

- EOS.NCSU.EDU
  - Macs - 2 setups that know of both realms
  - Needs schema, altprincipals, windows reg keys (hierarchical groups)
  - John leading - Joey, Everette, Jack, SJ
  - Test schema extensions
  - Needed for FS project
- NCSU CA + MS Certificate Services – Still working.
  - Needed for computer certs, dracs, and code signing
- 2008/2008r2 GPO’s – January 31st
  - 2008
    - RDP needed
    - remove extra firewall settings
    - remove IE - settings (no portal, event log site?)
  - 2008r2
    - no storage of passwords can mess up scheduled tasks
    - DC’s need to be done
  - What is “setting pack” in SCM?
  - Can we do diffs between 2008r2 and 2008?
  - Need to recommend best practices for OU construction
  - Todo:
    - Create a Group hierarchy for testing EX-*
    - Document the “comments” portion of the Overrides
    - Schedule: QA session - Schedule 2nd week of January - Scott 216/Library - Dan will Schedule
- Communication:
  - Doing groups this time
  - New role-based GPO’s
  - We’re gonna schedule a meeting
  - We’re gonna do comments
  - Find the MS doc on the EC settings
- Approval for SCCM schema extension from Policy Committee
  - Client will be enforced
- Centenniel power outage - Lono only for a Saturday this weekend, Kane in EB2
- Trend micro packaging - Needs updating
- Domain Controller planning needs to be done:
  - SP2 update
  - Sizing - impact from SCCM/KBox/Casper/etc, ADWS